Endeavour Ready To Leverage enosiX Framework In Addressing Enterprise Mobility Needs
“Intelligent integration with SAP means faster creation, deployment, and management of mobile apps.”

CINCINNATI, OH – April 21, 2015 – Cincinnati-based enterprise software developer enosiX, Inc. today
announced a partnership with Endeavour Software Technologies to bring highly-functional, native mobile apps to
more SAP users with speed unmatched by traditional integration methods.
The consulting team at Endeavour has been helping leading global enterprises with their business transformation
initiatives at the intersection of business and technology for over a decade. With the desire to take business
processes mobile more prevalent than ever before, their experts are sought after to manage these initiatives, from
developing a mobile strategy to integrating mobile applications with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems for
reliable data transfer.
It is at the lengthy and costly ERP integration stage that enosiX changes the mobile app development process for the
better. The enosiX Framework differs from other integration solutions in the following ways:
•
•
•

Unlike Mobile Application Development Platforms (MADPs), enosiX does not require developers to learn a
new programming language in order to create apps for SAP.
The enosiX Framework, with its included Smart Business Objects (SBO), provides developers with an easy to
use, “humanized” API, bypassing the need to understand SAP. Other solutions rely on standard SAP
connectors which require in depth knowledge of SAP data structures and business processes.
enosiX is unique in that it operates with no middleware. This eliminates the high maintenance, software, and
hardware costs that are typically associated with most solutions.

While this integration solution is currently targeting the SAP community, the development roadmap embraces
Oracle, Microsoft, and other ERP systems as well as most front-end development platforms.
“The partnership is exciting for us as Endeavour has the background, resources and clientele to get major enterprise
mobility projects underway using our Framework for the SAP integration,” says Philippe Jardin, enosiX President and
Co-Founder.
Endeavour specializes in mobility projects across many industries for their clients which include SAP users Tesco,
Kimberly-Clark, Boeing, Siemens, HP, Dell, SAS, Johnson & Johnson, and many more. They are a Premier Consulting
Partner for Xamarin, a standard in enterprise mobile development which allows apps to reach all major mobile
devices. For enosiX, this move represents a great opportunity to continue proving the effectiveness of their
Framework on large scale mobility initiatives, changing the way enterprises do business.
Endeavour’s Director of Strategic Alliances, Steven Staley, commented: “As we often help our clients lead the way in
digital transformation, a partnership with enosiX is strategically powerful on many levels. We now have one more
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capability that we can leverage to resonate and add value to our customers. Over the last few years, enterprises have
spent billions getting their business applications into the cloud, now it’s time for Endeavour and enosiX to help get
those applications into the hands (and onto the mobile devices) of the people who need them most.”
The enosiX Framework provides smart SAP integration and pre-built App Templates, and is designed to reduce
integration and development costs dramatically.
About Endeavour: Endeavour Software Technologies has been on the cutting-edge of delivering Enterprise Digital
Transformation solutions to Fortune 500 companies and SMEs spread globally, since 2002. Endeavour specializes in
Mobile, Cloud Enablement and Data Analytics. Their team of 800+ experts helps organizations embrace disruptive
technologies, arming them with bespoke solutions that augment their business capabilities. Endeavour is
headquartered in Austin (TX), with state-of-the-art global delivery centers in Bangalore, Dallas, London and
Singapore.
About enosiX: enosiX provides a Framework enabling .NET developers to create apps that access SAP back end
systems with incomparable ease. Founded in August, 2014, enosiX is based in the Cincinnati area.
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